Karzai Govt. Failed to Combat Terrorism: Danish

KABUL - Second Vice President Shanwar Danesh on Thursday said the previous government had failed in its efforts to restore peace and eliminate terrorism in Afghanistan.

Addressing participants of a national conference in Kabul, Danesh said: (More on P4)

Gen. Raheel, British Leaders Confer on Afghan Stability

KABUL - Currently on a visit to the United Kingdom, the Pakistan army chief has discussed the prevailing situation in the region, particularly the situation in Afghanistan, a media report said on Thursday.

Chief of Army Staff (COAS) Gen Raheel Shaikh, during a meeting with British Prime Minister David Cameron, conferred on Afghan stability. (More on P4)

Report Questions Parliament’s Oversight, Legislative Competence

KABUL - The Afghan Women’s Peace and Security Research Institute (AWSPRI) released a new report this week offering damning evaluation of the government over the last five years, highlighting frequent absences, lack of oversight and general legislative lapses and negligence over various issues, among others. (More on P4)

According to the findings of the Women’s Peace and Security Research Institute, the legislation, which was declared to be working on the (More on P4)

President Renews Commitment to Banishing Terror

US General Campbell

ISIS (Daesh) Recruiting in Afghanistan and Pakistan

KABUL - The commander of the NATO-led Resolute Support mission in Afghanistan, Gen. John Campbell has said that the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) is recruiting citizens in Afghanistan.

In an interview with the Army Times, Gen. Campbell said: "We are seeing reports of some recruiting. There have been some night letter drops, there have been reports of people trying to recruit both in Afghanistan and Pakistan, quite formally." (More on P4)

US-Funded Police Centre in Wardak Crumbling: SIGAR

KABUL - A $300 million US-funded training centre in central Afghanistan is crumbling because of engineering mistakes, the Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction (SIGAR) said on Monday.

The SIGAR said construction at the centre in Maidan Wardak province was constructed so poorly that it was literally collapsing and the government was rebuilding it. (More on P4)

Iran to Invite Ghani on Kabul-Tehran Security Pact

RETNAN - The Iranian foreign minister is expected to visit Kabul where he will likely discuss his president’s invitation to Afghanistan President Ashraf Ghani to visit the neighboring country, a source from the Ministry of Interior, a source from the Ministry of Interior, a source from the Ministry of Interior, a source from the Ministry of Interior, a source from the Ministry of Interior, a source from the Ministry of Interior, a source from the Ministry of Interior, a source from the Ministry of Interior, a source from the Ministry of Interior, a source from the Ministry of Interior, a source from the Ministry of Interior, a source from the Ministry of Interior, a source from the Ministry of Interior.